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Title: American Truck Simulator - Dragon Truck Design Pack
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
SCS Software
Publisher:
SCS Software
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2017
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 64-bit
Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Polish,Por
tuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Turkish
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american truck simulator - dragon truck design pack
Awesome little game, great controls and nice clean art style. Still need to git gud to rescue pineapple. Can't wait for sequal..
Great Game. Hard and really frustrating.
Feel really accomplished when a mission is completed.. BUY THIS GAME!. THIS GAME IS SO BAD I WAISTED MY TIME
COMPLETEING EVERY LEVEL I GIVE THIS A 0/1. Beautifull view, but the game play is tiresome and the story behind the
whole game is not captivating... too repetitive. This game really shows some potential and deserves lots more attention can't wait
for the full release.. Great reboot, really well done. a lot of the problems are fixed and the game is very fun to play now.. Didn't
know you could sell a update as a full game.
It would have been a lot better if this game was done in the same engine that SE 4 uses (new movement possibilites, better
killcam, better AI and stealth)
The upgrade price is okay if you didn't bought the DLCs. But 31,49\/35\u20ac is a lot for a game from 2012 with some texture
improvements.
Now you have the same problems like in the original: After just one shot, every enemy knows exactly where you are. And
something I've noticed: Why the hell is there still blood coming out of the charges placed in the first level (Sch\u00f6neberg
Streets) when shot?
I think the idea of an remaster should be to not just improve the original but also expand on it. For example, the new climbing
mechanics of SE 4 could have provided so much possibilities to climb on a roof to give yourself an advantage.
Let me say it like this: It looks better, but doesn't feel better.
EDIT 16.05.2019:
I'm now halfway through the game and I can confirm that there is nothing changed in any mission (gameplay-wise) - It's just a
sad attempt to get some money. A really sad one.. THANKYOU SO MUCH FOR THIS GAME!!!
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Best game made in China! It is definitely a fabulous game.
I can say no other company would make a better game under a similar China's Wuxia background. (I know some can, but they
just wouldn't.)
Hope the English version could be experienced by people all over the world. :-). I got this game for myself and another person
because it said you could play online with a friend, and I have yet found a way to do that. There does not appear to be a
multiplayer mode, and it doesn't seem to allow you to join a friends game via Steam friends.. Bak bak bak. Cluk Cluk Cluk. Bak
Bak Cluk Bak Cluk Cluk Cluk Bak Cluk. Cluk Cluk. Bak Bak.. I bought this game years ago in the sales and I just didn't get
it;It's got a steep learning curve, old gfx, a clunky ui and I just wasn't ready for it.
I recently played PoE1 including all of its dlc. I loved that and it was in that playthrough that I realised what this game was all
about. I did a little research on the game systems and the history of its development and how important it is in the history of
CRPGs and now I'm in love with it.
We're going to get married in the Autumn and you're invited.. Seems a bit off, starts really easy but gets confusing. I am
recommending it but with a caveat, this is not a puzzle game for everyone, can get boring fast.. This game is not too bad. The
controls to me where hard, and the graphics where just okay. I give this a 60/100.. I have nothing bad to say about this game.
Trigonometry is a small, but enjoyable arcade style game that's easy to pick up and relatively smooth to get good at. The
presentation is clean, simple, and fun. My only qualm is the steadily increasing density of the blocks the longer you stay alive.
While not really something serious the progression feels a bit choppy in places, and isn't as smooth as it could be.
Overall this is a fun little game to pick up, and less than a dollar to boot! Honestly this is almost a criminally good deal for such
a clean, arcade style game, but it is what it is. I certainly recommend getting it.. Oldie but goodie. Fun story, good use of time.
Although I will say, not as fun as the first 2 in this series.
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